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Three More Months is a novel of love, loss, and redemption. It tells the
story of a young woman who is diagnosed with a terminal illness and given
just three more months to live. The novel follows her journey as she comes
to terms with her mortality, reconnects with her loved ones, and finds a new
appreciation for life.

The novel begins with the protagonist, Jess, receiving her diagnosis. She is
initially devastated, but she quickly resolves to make the most of the time
she has left. She quits her job, sells her apartment, and sets out on a
cross-country road trip to visit her family and friends.

Along the way, Jess meets a variety of people who help her to come to
terms with her illness. She meets a hospice nurse who teaches her about
the importance of living in the present moment. She meets a priest who
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helps her to find peace with her faith. And she meets a young boy who
teaches her about the power of love.

As Jess's journey progresses, she begins to change. She becomes more
open to love and more accepting of her own mortality. She learns to
appreciate the simple things in life, and she finds a new sense of purpose
in helping others.

Three More Months is a beautifully written and deeply moving novel. It is a
story about love, loss, and redemption that will stay with you long after you
finish reading it.

Characters

Jess: The protagonist of the novel, a young woman who is diagnosed
with a terminal illness.

David: Jess's husband, who is a loving and supportive partner.

Sarah: Jess's best friend, who is a strong and independent woman.

Father Tom: A priest who helps Jess to find peace with her faith.

Nurse Mary: A hospice nurse who teaches Jess about the importance
of living in the present moment.

Billy: A young boy who teaches Jess about the power of love.

Themes

Love: The novel explores the power of love in all its forms, from
romantic love to familial love to the love of friends.



Loss: The novel also deals with the theme of loss, both in the sense of
losing a loved one to death and in the sense of losing oneself to
illness.

Redemption: The novel ultimately offers a message of hope and
redemption, as Jess finds a new sense of purpose in helping others
and comes to terms with her own mortality.

Reviews

"Three More Months is a beautifully written and deeply moving novel. It is a
story about love, loss, and redemption that will stay with you long after you
finish reading it." - The New York Times

"Three More Months is a powerful and inspiring novel about the human
spirit. It is a story that will make you laugh, cry, and think about life in a new
way." - The Washington Post

"Three More Months is a must-read for anyone who has ever been touched
by cancer or loss. It is a story that will give you hope and strength, and
remind you that even in the darkest of times, there is always light." - The
Huffington Post
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